Recently, the production of sequence read data has exponentially increased as next generation sequencing (NGS) technology has been developed. A number of sequence alignment algorithms have been developed for handling NGS data. However sequence alignment algorithms based on single machine have limitation on saving and handling massive sequence data. Since distributed system have been introduced, sequence alignment algorithm can be effectively handled on the system. In this study, we describe various algorithms on distributed system using sequence alignment algorithms which are widely used in genomics. And we analyze characteristics of various distributed systems that have recently been developed and algorithm, related to bioinformatics. As a result, we point out the weakness of current algorithms with distributed system and suggest the directions for future research. Keywords next generation sequencing(NSG), sequence alignment algorithm, distributed system, in-memory cluster http://dx.
Ⅰ. 서 론 유전체(Genome)는 유전자(gene)와 염색체(chromosome)
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